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Trustwave Secure Email Gateway
Complete Email Protection and Content Control

Protecting your organization’s email environment against advanced malware and preventing loss of
corporate intellectual property while managing complex compliance policies can be a daunting
challenge. Trustwave Secure Email Gateway (SEG) achieves all this with a single solution that provides
advanced protection against modern threats, unmatched policy configuration and in-depth data security
and compliance management. Trustwave SEG provides complete email security, compliance and
acceptable use controls for organizations of all sizes.

It’s Not Just About Spam

Key Benefits of trustwave seg

Despite new and emerging methods of communication, email
remains the top communication tool for businesses. But, with
nearly 20% of spam containing malicious links and attachments,
traditional anti-spam technologies only provide partial protection.
Targeted attacks that blend web and email payloads are
responsible for some of the biggest security compromises.
An effective email security defense requires an in-depth
understanding of the web and modern cyberattack strategies

Advanced Security

Trustwave SEG provides unmatched protection against these
advanced threats. Backed by our elite security research team,
SpiderLabs, Trustwave SEG incorporates industry leading
web threat intelligence to effectively thwart emails that contain
malicious URLs and deliver real-time, zero-day protection against
the latest email-borne threats.

Gain industry leading protection against phishing, blended and
targeted threats

Protect Against Data Loss
Ensure sensitive data is protected and meet stringent policy
compliance requirements

Powerful Management Controls
Gain unmatched policy controls that empower you to
easily manage your email needs and handle non-standard
configurations

“Trustwave SEG offers us really granular control over incoming and outbound emails that enables us to specify

different policies and rule sets across the organization as required. It was really easy to reapply rules in a similar
way to Outlook rule sets, and we were able to tweak these to allow us to have the maximum filtering benefit with the
minimum number of false positives”
Jonathan Phillips
NUH ICT Systems Administrator
Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust
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Email Governance best practices

Today’s modern email security requires comprehensive data
protection controls to keep confidential information from falling
into the wrong hands—with Trustwave SEG you get just that.
Trustwave SEG analyzes, manages and controls outbound
content to provide full DLP level inspection on emails and
attachments to effectively manage confidential data and help
meet stringent regulatory requirements.

Putting content and DLP policies in place to secure your
organization’s confidential data is an important email governance
best practice, but in so doing, it’s also important to ensure you’re
not triggering false positives or inadvertently interrupting business
operations. Trustwave SEG helps you perfect this effort with its
monitoring only mode. Prior to rolling out new rules, monitoring
lets you check the rule’s effect on email flow to easily make
any required adjustments before implementing more stringent
quarantine policies.

Trustwave SEG email encryption is an integrated, cloud-based
encryption that provides your end users with a seamless
experience that secures confidential communications,
automatically triggered by DLP content inspection rules.

Extensive Policy Controls
Companies merge, email naming standards change, users
require special email routing and HR policies surrounding email
become more complex. These are a few examples of the unique
requests being placed on today’s email administrators. Trustwave
SEG provides unmatched policy configuration flexibility with
an advanced policy engine that allows for custom rules based
on trigger points, content filtering and other policies at a highly
detailed level.

Flexible Delivery Options
Trustwave SEG gives you protection the way you want it.
Whether you are looking for the granularity and onsite control
of an on-premise solution (software or virtual appliance) or the
same powerful features with the appeal of the cloud (SaaS or
private cloud model), Trustwave empowers you to choose the
flexible and high performance deployment option that best fits
your needs.

“The software has already paid for itself if you look
at in terms of saving us from incurring expensive
ICO fines for data breaches. What has also proved
important is the software’s flexibility to accommodate
different acceptable usage policies across the
different regions, as well as giving us the option to
override the system in situations that could put a
person’s life at risk.”
Chris Phillips
ICT Security Manager
ABMU Health Board
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